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Benjamin Constant: From the Age of War to the Age of Commerce 
Benjamin Constant was a distinguished liberal thinker whose continuing 
fame rests on his differentiation between ancient and modern liberty. In 
making this distinction Constant was attempting to demonstrate that the 
values which had actuated the ancient Greeks and Romans, and which 
many of the most extreme players in the French Revolution had 
attempted to emulate, were no longer relevant in the modern world. For 
Constant the Revolution had demonstrated that the values of ancient 
liberty were positively harmful when applied to modern politics. In this 
Constant was following Montesquieu and his view that 'sweet commerce', 
as manifested in the regime of eighteenth century England, had created a 
new type of political order unknown to the ancients. In a nutshell 
commerce had come to replace war as the power actuating the behaviour 
of men and women. 
It is worthwhile looking closely at what Constant meant by Modern 
and Ancient liberty. Modern liberty he described as follows: 
For each of them it is the right to be subjected only to the 
laws, and to be neither arrested, detained, put to death or 
maltreated in any way by the arbitrary will of one or more 
individuals. It is the right of everyone to express their 
opinion, choose a profession and practise it, to dispose of 
property, and even to abuse it; to come and go without 
permission, and without having to account for their motives 
or undertakings. It is everyone's right to associate with 
other individuals, either to discuss their interests, or to 
profess the religion which they and their associates prefer, 
or even simply to occupy their days or hours in a way which is 


























